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Vindictus bow kai guide 2020 list 2019 season

Active: Fatal Arrow: Useful Options: Damage Increase Same reason as Prey Drive Doesnt get better if you rank it. One particular area where Kai excels at is in party combat against bosses. [NEW MERCENARIES] Please note that all new forum users have to be approved before posting. Ranking doesnt help, better spend your AP elsewhere -All
Crossgun related skills Nothing hurts going hybrid. Kai's primary weapon is the bow, one which has two modes. Kai has a secondary weapon known as the Crossgun, similar to the one used by Van Helsing in the same named movie. If you finally advanced with your gear as capping Attack, crit and bal and found an amount of Def thats suits you, you
can focus on raising your attack speed.Ã Â There are a few attacks that do not benefit from attackspeed but you can safely ignore those.Ã Â But never sacrifice any attack, crit or bal for speed. Skills you should leave at Rank F unless you already maxed out everything above -Gale Kick Only use of this skill is to pick up enemies. To manage your SP
correctly determines how much damage you deal.Ã Â He has some great utility skills as well for break offs(BO) and crowd control, giving him the ability to focus on single target dps or cleaning multiple weaker enemies at the same time faster than most meleeÃ Âclasses. He has a special dodging skill that lets him zip around enemies' attack, which
gives him a short period of invulnerability. However, he gains a roll, as mentioned earlier, that has a longer distance than the sliding evasion skill of Bow and is slightly quicker to chain. This comes right in second after capping Attack. All went wrong. Disclaimer: I take no credit for this guide. Maintaining his distance will keep Kai alive. This is a
survival skill that keeps you alive with 1HP when you should be dead -Strafe Shot until Rank A You will be using short bow mode while fighting normal enemies, so increasing you attack speed while spamming arrows is -Twister Kick until Rank A It can be a useful addition to your dodge, you wont use it a lot, though -Bow Mastery + Armor Masteries
rank as needed (Armor Advise) I shouldn't need to tell you why Bow Mastery is important.Ã Â About Armors. No more explanations needed Gale Kick: Useful Options: Damage Increase Same as Rapid Fire Twister Kick: Useful Options: Damage Increase Better not awakenÃ Âthis skill at all, you will be using it for moving, so its awakening gauge will eat
up like no tomorrow Active: Ricochet Shot: Useful Options: Damage Increase Main Damage Rotation skill. Once you capped crit you can aim for capping bal(90 in any case), or even higher to get additional critical damage. His damage output at the very early levels (before level 50) is fairly miserable compared to many other classes at the same level.
Skills Guide 2.1. Leveling up/Investing AP Note: Point 2.1. is for beginners, if you are high level already and youre reading this guide continue at 2.2. Important skills: When you start this game and look the first time into your skill window, you will probably be overwhelmed where to start. I will only list skills that have the option to be awakened Rapid
Fire: Useful Options: Damage Increase Only other option is knockdown, so you don'tÃ Âhave much choice here, better not use awakening here at all Fixed Shot: Useful Options: Damage Increase Main Normal Attack. Same as Attack, crit has a cap which is at the moment at 130 crit for S3 Raids.Ã Â I will not go in depth about what boss has how much
crit cap, but you should aim for capping crit when you finished your desired gear. Role[] Kai is a swift and powerful warrior who wields a bow. This is just from my own personal experience of maining bow and what I think is most optimal, if you have any questions or disagreements please comment below. SP reduction allows you to non-stop spam it,
making it a tempting option, I was using it quite some time, but the blowback started to annoy me, so you are somewhat rendered immobile and since positioning is important, you will end up doing lower dps.Ã Â Magnum has a high knockdown rate, so if you like, you can increase knockdown rate to increase its utility. Kai can knock a boss off of its
feet with his arrows. While he can shoot arrows quickly and at long range, he suffers from having a hard time shooting small and fast enemies and can be in serious trouble if surrounded; his attacks in both bow modes are primarily single-target. -StrengthÃ ÂMastery to Rank A Until rank A this skill is fairly cheap compared to then gain you have from
it. I started Vindictus in 2011 with Evie and moved to Kai due to his release. A key note for a Crossgun Kai, he is a slow-starter damage-wise. so its wasted AP -Active: Dodge Grapple While this is very useful as your panic button, spending AP here is a complete waste. These skills use SP, just like Bow skills. Little of Kai's past is known for sure, but
rumor has it that his motivation to destroy the Fomors comes from the loss of a loved one. Handy, but no reason to rank it with priority -Rapid Fire There is not a single instance, where you should be using this skill -Prey Drive Prolonging a stun is awesome, but its not a skill meant to deal damage, so ranking it is waste of AP -Active: Arrow Storm It
has its uses against large groups of enemies or multiple bosses, but still not a main dps skill. Its quite cheap, doesn'tÃ Âbind, can be scrolled without using a rune and gives really good stats.Ã Â At lvl90 there are quite a few options you can go for.Ã Â In my opinion, using Terminus Sentinel Head+Tunic+Pants is a must have.Ã Â You can start off
buying purpleÃ Âgear and later on exchange the materials in your armor for orange parts without the need to buy entirely new armor parts.Ã Â Important here is to check for the max enchantÃ Âlevel on the purple main part, since some even allow you to scroll Rank 8 without the need to get orange parts. For grade 7 a main orange part flows is
mandatory. For the beginning, scrolling well balanced/Enthu (Enthu can be replaced with mortal, depending on your needs) on your head+ pants are the road to go. For the Tunic Maestro and well balanced it is the way to go. Once you reach a sufficient quantity of attack (32k in my opinion) to increase the output damage further should be
concentrated on the lateral statistics to be critical (crit), balance (Bale) and attack speed (SPD). I listed them in their order of importance. Some of you reading this probably heard or have the opinion that the attack speed does not matter. I don't really agree here, but we'll get there later. When others retired, Kai rushes into battle, launching arrows
with the ferocity of a madman. Him's weapon can be adapted to any combat situation in an instant, and his unique fighting style of him makes him an ideal candidate for the game of alone and party. In addition to this, Kai can use other devastating skills such as Active: Hollow Shot, which causes an explosion to occur in front of him; Active: Bolt
Storm, where Kai shoots a huge quantity of bullets to the enemy similar to a machine gun; And active: Massive Impact, where Kai offers a huge Nuke type explosion. But only once finished to maximize a completely 2.2 class. Starting guide listed both my advice and personal choices here. and Nexon America Inc. 2. -Ssash Mastery Keep the highest
possible combat Mastery has a higher priority, but this skill comes close to -fixed Shot every time you have spar to save rank until this skill become your attack on Base against bosses -TAKE: RICOCHET SHOT SPROP TOFORT ON AP UNTIL RANK AT EVERY TIME THAT YOU HAVE SP ocra ocra ehcificeps eznetepmoc el gniknaR otseuq odnazzilitu
Ãras is eraimrapsir rep PS e nwodlooC us tohS tehcociR eteva ehc atlov ingO A knaR a onif PA arpos artsinis a eredneps tohS mungaM- otseuq odnazzilitu ats is eraimrapsir Rank A doesn't make sense at first because the cost/gain ratio gets too low Useful Skills: These skills are also important, but they have a lower priority than those listed above Willpower Mastery until Rank A Wilpower raises your cradle, but the gain is too low. He can do everything if time is right. After Rank A becomes very expensive so that other skills get a better cost/gain ratio -Critical Hit keep as high as possible I said before because the cradle is important. Although the higher ranks seem pretty expensive, it still has a
fair cost/gain ratio. It also increases the damage to the cradle. I'll start with the unexpected Fixed Risk: Gale Kick Steam Alarm: Twister Kick: Damage waiting Colpo di Ricochet: Wake up the pain Magnum Shot:Sp awaking Arrow Storm: Sp awaking Chain Link: Alarm clock, Sp awaking on magnum beacuse makes magnum shooting sp free. While
short-range characters distract the boss and unravel his attacks, Kai can safely sit out of range and unleash a nearly-finished flow of attacks in the head with little chance of interruption, for the release of very reliable damage. There is the short arc mode, which shoots fast but close arrows that are a little self-aimed in enemies; and the long arc mode,
which shoots further but needs to be loaded before and allows full 3D manual aim: A red trajectory line similar to the visible one when using a secondary weapon like a bomb or a spear will turn out when Kai is preparing a longbow shot, and the attack has full mouse-controlled goal. -Maximum meditation If you are going to play Kai for more time this
skill will always pay. Kai can deliver a bolt flow to his enemies similar to an automatic rifle with his normal attack. After that this skill no longer hasoffer -Life Flare only rank with reserve SP It is totally messed up. Kai has a moving breakup attack with the Crossgun where he swings the Crossgun as a bat after rolling and hitting enemies with it. These
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anosrep azret id irotarit ia ¹Ãip id arocna adrocir nugssorC li noc ocoig lI .k81 a etaccolb onos airottaf alled etsip el ettut + sdiar The kai arc can be configured for a long time and for close combat, giving it the freedom to change tactics in flight. he gets more active and passive skills later thanHe went to get him. Â © 2022 Nexon The athleticism of
Korea Corp. Kai allows him to close the battlefield, performing precise attacks and moving before his enemies realize that they are attached. First, it is necessary to increase the basic statistics. --- It can only be used when in Longbow modalities. Magnum Shot: Useful options: All personal choice: Increase the main damage to rotation. Kai is a brilliant
archer led by a strong morality and a troubled past. This provides decent Stats + Defense during the rescue AP using only plate armor. As mentioned above, Kai depends on him critical shots, so there is no excuse for a Kai not to have his cradle blocked or close to the stop. For example, do not use a quick spell if you do not reach 90 or close to 90 ball.
This process can request up to 24 hours, and we appreciate your patience. If you think you don't need Def, you can combine the raider armor (light armor) in your set, but you need to use more of 2 armored sets as for once because it allies the bonus set otherwise. On LVL80 you should turn off the exquisite black hammer parts for any LVL80 armor
that you like, turn off your armor at the level90 however so as not to put a lot of effort in your lvl80 set. An incorrect master on your tunic is a must have. Cost SP too high for too short duration. In times of great difficulty, it can be made safe with Active: Dodge Grapple. Unlike the other heroes, most of his offensive skills of him use SP, and so he has
the bar available from the beginning and has a fastest SP gain. Bow Kai Guide-2013 March 25 Hello everyone. I just wanted to make a basic bow guide from the bow buff a lot of old Kai players returned and using the old arc game style. -Itto: fatal arrow ehc ehc etnatropmi ¨Ã itnaug i e epracs el reP .idrat ¹Ãip se onidnecca nu noc inolatnap + etset
eut ellus itaicnalib neb i eriutitsos rep otrepa ies ertnem ,idrat ¹Ãip onemmen Ãreibmac non otseuQ .itneced innad attart non enoizneted id Ãtiliba atseuq 'worrA ybaB' armor parts match up with your weapon.Ã Â It doesn'tÃ Âmatter which set you choose, but all three parts(Weapon+Shoes+Gloves) should be the same set. Prey Drive: Useful Options:
Damage Increase Can only be used on a downed boss making Knockdown Rate completelyÃ Âuseless Active: Arrow Storm: Useful Options: all Personal Choice: SP consumption I only use this skill to quickly fill up my sp gauge.Ã Â To do this, you need at least 2 targets in its area.Ã Â So I chose SP Reduction for the ability to have more sp for other uses
at hand.Ã Â It has a high knockdown rate, so increasing it, can prove a viable option as well Active: Chain Link: Useful Options: all Personal Choice: SP consumption While reducing its rather long cooldown is a viable option, I choose to reduce the SP costs for the same reason as Arrow Storm Active: Eagle Eye Assault: Useful Options: all Personal
Choice: SP consumption After the last revamp this skill is useless. Skills[] - Can only be used when in shortbow mode. Hopefully this wasn't all that complicated, wanted to make a basic guide for bow If you have any questions can always pm me in game Arrow95 or discord Arrow95#4769. what i was talking about not to have to hit the mark only have
to aim over it. it.
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